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Bought game in 2012, finally managed to get it working 7 years later. It's like if you imagine waiting to lose your virginity at 35
to a sock with a face drawn on it. I cannot NOT recommend this game enough. I waited 7 years to get this game working only
for it to play as Gears of War did after 9 minutes of total development time. I would quite like to get my money back for this,
but I'd probably have more chance getting Charlize Theron's home phone number. I would rather make out with a fork in a wall-
socket than ever have to play this pile of tripe again. u00a322.99 at the time of writing this review, and you'd get more value
from it if you burned the cash and enjoyed the wamth it provided. I'd make a video review of this, but I value youtube's server
space more than I'd like to spend another moment thinking about this game. On that note, I'm done. Do not buy this game under
any circumstances unless you quite like providing lazy developers with a living. They HAVE abandoned this game completely,
and even playing it in single player requires outright blocking it in your firewall inbound AND outbound.. Bought game in 2012,
finally managed to get it working 7 years later. It's like if you imagine waiting to lose your virginity at 35 to a sock with a face
drawn on it. I cannot NOT recommend this game enough. I waited 7 years to get this game working only for it to play as Gears
of War did after 9 minutes of total development time. I would quite like to get my money back for this, but I'd probably have
more chance getting Charlize Theron's home phone number. I would rather make out with a fork in a wall-socket than ever have
to play this pile of tripe again. u00a322.99 at the time of writing this review, and you'd get more value from it if you burned the
cash and enjoyed the wamth it provided. I'd make a video review of this, but I value youtube's server space more than I'd like to
spend another moment thinking about this game. On that note, I'm done. Do not buy this game under any circumstances unless
you quite like providing lazy developers with a living. They HAVE abandoned this game completely, and even playing it in
single player requires outright blocking it in your firewall inbound AND outbound.
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